Abstract: Recent patents and progress on scan chain balance algorithms have been reviewed. With a significant increase of the SoC (System on Chip) integration and scale, the test time of SoC increase dramatically, and this makes the test cost of SoC grow rapidly. In order to reduce test cost and expense, the paper proposes an OBBO (Opposition-based learning and Biogeography Based Optimization) algorithm and designs wrapper scan chains for the IP(Intellectual Property) using OBBO algorithm, which can make wrapper scan chains equilibration so that we can make the test time of IP be minimum. The new method is a random optimization algorithm which combines BBO (Biogeography Based Optimization) algorithm with OBL (Opposition-based learning). By using migration operation, mutation operation and OBL operation, we achieve a balance between different wrapper chains so that we can shorten the wrapper scan chain which is longest. Experimental results show that OBBO can obtain shorter longest wrapper scan chain in most case and at the same time the convergence speed can be faster.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of modern semiconductor manufacturing processes and the application of nanotechnology, the integration of the LSI (Large Scale Integration) is constantly increasing; therefore, SoC obtains a good opportunity of rapid development. To achieve the aim of reducing the time-to-market of SoC, without reducing the stability and reliability of the system, the SoC design with reuse-based IP core has gradually become the mainstream style. Because of the substantial increase of the SoC integration and scale, this brings new challenges and problems, for instance dramatic increase in the SoC test time and rapid growth in the SoC test costs. Therefore, SoC test has become a difficulty problem in the SoC design and manufacturing process, which is also a bottleneck restricting its development [2] [3] [4] [5] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The main motivation of this paper is to optimize the wrapper scan chains so as to make their balance become better and reduce the length of the longest scan chain of IP core. Since an IP 's test time must be mainly determined by the longest scan chain's length of an IP , therefore, by making the balance of wrapper scan chains be better, we can reduce the length of the longest scan chain of IP core. Thus, the IP module's test time is reduced and SoC test costs are minimized. For example, module 4 of SoC d695 in ITC02 benchmark [10] has four internal scan chains whose lengths are 54, 53, 52 and 52 respectively. Now, we want partition four internal scan chains to three wrapper scan chains. There are three partitions ({54+52, 53, 52}, {54, 53+52, 52}, 54, 53, 52+52}), whose longest lengths are 106, 105 and l04 respectively. The third partition is the best, because this longest scan chain's length is the shortest. In other word, the third partition has better balance.
To achieve the aim of reducing the SoC's test time, VIK-RAM IYENGAR, et al. [2] partitions Wrapper / TAM and test scheduling combination optimization problem into the P W , P AW and P PAW three sub-problems. It is easy to find out from the division, that test Wrapper design (P W ) is the basis of the above sub-problems. If the designed wrapper does not reach the best balance, then we can not obtain the optimal solution for the other problems. Since the test time of IP module is determined by the longest scan chain of IP core, and therefore how to optimize balance design for test wrapper scan chain will directly determine the time and cost of the test.
The classic method for test wrapper design is BFD (Best Fit Decreasing) [2] . This heuristic method has two steps: (1) partitioning every internal scan chain in the module, (2) assigning wrapper input and output cells to the partially designed scan chains generated in the first step. In Step (1) each internal scan chain could be allocated to the scan chain, whose current length after such allocation should be nearest to, but does not outnumber the current longest scan chain' length. If we could not find such scan chain, then the internal scan chain could be allocated to the present shortest scan chain. Then, such procedure is repeated for Step (2) , with each input cell and output cell being regarded as an internal scan chain whose length is one. However, the BFD algorithm only has local optimization ability [4] ; the fundamental reason is that it only considers the length of each current scan chain when every internal scan chain is sequentially appended to the corresponding scan chains.
Since the BFD algorithm is lack of global optimization ability, NIU D H, et al. [4] introduces a global optimization ideology and proposes a re-optimization algorithm for SoC wrapper-chain balance using Mean-Value Approximation (MVA), which uses the average value of the whole internal scan chains to guide the global optimization. However, the MVA algorithm also exist some problems, i.e. it does not always give preferential treatment to the current longest internal scan chain.
In order to improve MVA algorithm, YU Y, et al. [3] proposes a wrapper scan chain balance algorithm based on Mean-Value Allowance Residue (MVAR). The MVAR algorithm first calculate the average value of all the internal scan chains, and then add an appropriate residue to guide global optimization on the basis of the average value. However, the MVAR algorithm also has its drawback: it is hard to select an appropriate residue, in other words, it is sensitive to the residue. For example, if the residue is selected as more than 5 percent of the mean value, the MVAR algorithm is worse than the MVA algorithm.
In a word, all these algorithms aim at making wrapper scan chains as balanced as possible, thus shortening the longest wrapper scan chain to reduce test time of the IP module. Since wrapper design problem is NP hard [2] , this paper proposes an OBBO algorithm to solve this problem, because it is based on swarm intelligence method and it is suitable for NP problems. With the advantage of population, it can partition the serious "unbalanced" internal scan chains into balanced wrapper scan chains. The typical SoC "unbalanced" IP modules are verified by the experiment and experimental results show the superiority of the OBBO algorithm.
Many patents on scan chain were invented for IP core test wrappers [10] [11] [12] [13] . For example, Input, output, and link instruction circuits for hierarchical 1500 wrappers were proposed, to give a method for testing the module and the interconnections within different modules [10] . Such test structure enables every one of the plural wrappers, which includes wrappers in modules embedded within other modules. Another scan test structure was proposed [11] , for the convenience of semiconductor circuits' low power testing through partitioning the serial scan portions into shorter parts. A test access mechanism for diagnosis based on partitioning scan chains was proposed [12] , to divide the scan cells into a set of non-overlapping partitions, and based on the partition pass/fail signals, a failure diagnosis process can be performed. There are also some other patents on scan chain we can find in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Wrapper scan chain balance algorithm based on OBBO for IP module has not been reported, so the algorithm is proposed to solve the NP hard problem. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem formulation is given and discussed in Section 2. Then the original BBO is introduced briefly in Section 3. The learning based on opposition is presented in Section 4. The new and novel algorithm is introduced in detail in Section 5. The OBBO algorithm is evaluated by a numerical simulation on ITC02 benchmarks, and experimental results are given in Section 6. Last, Section 7 concludes the whole paper.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
After IP cores are sold by the IP core vendor, some relative information about IP cores is also provided to help the SoC integration developers. Given a set called CoreInfori, which denotes relative information about IP core In BFD algorithm [2] , first allocate the internal scan chains within w wrapper scan chains so as to make the longest wrapper scan chain be minimum in part one; Next the above process is repeated for part two, considering the input cell and output cell as internal scan chains of length 1. Because part two is similar to part one, which is also a special case of part one, we only discuss part one in this paper. The longest wrapper scan chain can be defined as follows:
Let C be a given subset, C ! Sc . Let L(C) be a sum of length of every element in subset C,
. We can partition Sc into w wrapper scan chains, namely,
as the longest wrapper scan chain.
BIOGEOGRAPHY BASED OPTIMIZATION
Biogeography Based Optimization algorithm is one type of random optimization approach, which was proposed by D.Simon [1] in 2008. The BBO algorithm is composed of a population of candidate individuals or solutions which are named habitats or islands [7] [8] [9] . Every dimension of a candidate solution is known as a suitability index variable (SIV). The fitness of every individual or candidate solution could be measured by habitat suitability index (HSI) that is the same as the fitness in the other evolutionary computation algorithms with a candidate population. Habitats with many species are called good solutions with high HSI, and habitats with few species are called poor solutions with low HSI. Good solutions or individuals are easy to give their wonderful features to poor individuals. At the same time, poor individuals are much more willing to adopt other fresh characters of good individuals.
For original BBO algorithm, every individual or candidate solution is of the corresponding immigration rate Im and emigration rate Em. Both Im and Em are the function of species' amount in the island or habitat. Suppose the island has few species, then its Im is high and Em is low. Similarly, Suppose the island has many species, then its Im is low and Em is high. The Im and Em could be formulated as the following:
Where k indicates the species' amount in current island and n indicates the largest number of species contained in current habitat; E indicates the largest emigration rate when current island has no species; I indicates the largest immigration rate when the island has contained the largest species' amount; Suppose all the habitats contain the same largest number of species.
Suppose the probability of occurrence for an island having just right k species is Pr k , and Pr k varies between time t and time t +⊿t just like follows [1] :
Where Im k is immigration rate when the current habitat has k species; Im k-1 is immigration rate when the current habitat has k-1 species; Em k is emigration rate when the current habitat has k species; Em k-1 is emigration rate when the current habitat has k-1 species; Pr k+1 is the probability of occurrence for the current island having just right k+1 species; Pr k-1 is the probability of occurrence for the current island having just right k-1 species.
Suppose we let⊿t be as small as possible, then we can ignore the probability that an island has more than one emigration or immigration. Let ⊿t→0, we could calculate the limit of (3) , obtain (4)
Where Smax indicates the largest species' amount in a single island, other parameters are the same as equation (3) . If a given individual X with k species is of a small Pr k , then we regard it almost impossible that it will be selected as a solution. Therefore, such solution is easier to change into another better individual or solution. Similarly, if a given habitat X with k species has a big Pr k , then we regard it almost impossible that it will mutate to other worst individuals. We can define a mutation rate m k , which is in inverse proportional to Pr k .
Where m max is the maximum number of mutation rate, which is set at system initialization; Pr max is the maximum probability in all solutions, which is presented as follows.
Pr max = max 0!k!S max Pr k (6)
OPPOSITION-BASED LEARNING
Evolution computation methodologies generally begin from a random population (solutions). Then they improve the fitness of the population towards some optimum solutions through the crossover, mutation and the other operations, gradually approaching the optimum individual. When they are searching the optimum individual, the searching procedure does not stop until the conditions defined in advance are met. The conditions defined in advance can be maximal iterative generations or a predetermined range of precision. At the beginning, we almost do not know anything about the optimum solution. Therefore, we begin from some stochastic guesses. Therefore, the time for such computation is highly determined by the distance between initial guesses or candidate solutions and the optimum solution. Through examining the opposite individual, of course we could obtain better opportunity of beginning from a nearer individual. Through such method, a better solution could be selected to be a beginning solution. Actually, as we all know, the probability that any one random guess is further than its corresponding opposite guess is fifty percent. So beginning from the closer guess of a stochastic guess and its corresponding opposite individual obtains a possible opportunity for accelerating convergence speed. So, we could use this strategy not only on the beginning individuals, but also on every individual of each generation. We first give the definition of opposite numbers before the OBL is introduced [6] .
Let x∈ [c,d] be an integral number between c and d, the opposite number y is defined as follows:
The above definition is the case of the one-dimensional space; similarly, the above definition could be expanded to multi-dimensional space as the following.
Suppose X = (X 1, X 2 , … , X i ,…, X n ) be a vector which belongs to n-dimensional space, where any X i is a an integral number between c between and d, and i is between 1 and n. The opposite vector Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , …, Y n ), and its i-th dimension is as follows:
Given the definition of opposite vetor, the learning based on opposition could be defined:
Let X = (X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ) be a vector which belongs to ndimensional space, in other words, X is a candidate individual. Suppose cf(.) be a cost function that is to calculate the candidate individual's cost. Based on the above equation, we regard that Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , …, Y n ) could be the Opposition of X. If we obtain cf(Y) ≦ cf(X), the point X can be replaced by the point Y, because the cost of X is greater than that of Y; if not, we could go on with point X. Therefore, the vector and its opposite vector are assessed meanwhile so as to continue with the fitter one with smaller cost.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
As we all know, similar to other evolutionary computation methods, two primary procedures must be popular for BBO, in other words, how to initialize population and how to generate a new generation through computation operations or whatever migration and mutation. Of course, we introduce a new operation, namely, OBL operation, to strengthen the above two steps. The motivation is to speed up the convergence speed for original BBO through adding the learning based on opposition operation into original BBO [6] , at the same time, in order to reduce the longest wrapper scan chain's length, so as to make IP module's test time be minimum.
Encoding
Evolutionary computation algorithm usually has two encoding scheme: binary encoding and real number encoding. However, there is a big redundancy in binary coding scheme in general. Since this study is to solve the problem of the partition of internal scan chains within w wrapper chains, at the same time, the internal scan chains' amount and their corresponding scan chain length are all discrete integers, so the real number (integer) coding scheme is adopted [5] . For example, d695.soc in ITC02 benchmark [18] As a matter of fact, every internal scan chain belongs to either the first wrapper chain or the second wrapper chain; therefore, the value of each gene of a candidate solution is either 1 or 2. Assume a candidate solution X is equal to (1, 2,  1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2 ) with 16 dimensions, which means odd-numbered series of internal scan chains could be connected together to make up the first wrapper scan chain, while even-numbered series of internal scan chains could be connected together to make up the second wrapper scan chain.
System Initialization
The largest emigration rate E is set as 1 and the largest immigration rate I is set as 1. We set population size NP as 50; the maximum generation' amount MaxGen could be set as 100; maximum mutation rate is set as 0.005; the maximum generation jumping rate Jo is set as 0.7
Opposition-based Population Initialization
Since we have little priori knowledge about the initial solutions, it is popular for us to build the beginning population through random operation.
1) The stochastic beginning solutions are generated as follows.
Where round(x) should be a function that rounds the elements of x to the nearest integers; c is the minimum value of each SIV, here let c be 1; d is the maximum value of each SIV, here let d be w, which is determined by wrapper scan chains' amount.
2) According to such random beginning population, opposite population can be calculated by
Where G 0i,j and OG 0i,j indicate the j-th feature (SIV) of the i-th island (solution or individual) of the beginning population and the beginning opposite population, respectively; the rest parameters are the same as equation (9). 3) According to the cost function value of each individual, choose NP competent individuals within such set {G 0 , OG 0 } to be final beginning population G 0 .
Cost Function
In order to evaluate every individual, we can define a cost function, whose value is inversely proportional to the fitness of the corresponding individual. In other words, the greater the cost function value, the less the fitness and the worse the individual.
Where L(D i ) is a sum of every internal scan chain's length in the i-th wrapper scan chain; L(Sc j ) is the j-th internal scan chain's length; n is the internal scan chains' amount; w is the wrapper scan chains' amount; G gk is the k-th individual of the g-th generation.
Opposition-based Generation Jumping
Through employing the opposition-based generation jumping for the present population, the procedure of evolution maybe be forced to form a fresh candidate individual that may be better compared with the present individual. After new population is generated by migration and mutation operation, according to the jumping possibility Jo, we can obtain the opposite population by equation (12) .
Then, NP competent solutions are chosen within the unified set which is composed of the present population and corresponding opposite population. Such generation jumping is similar to opposition-based initialization. Unlike the former one, the opposite population is generated through generation jumping operation in dynamical case according to a jumping possibility Jo.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
To compare the algorithms for wrapper design, we use ITC'02 benchmarks [18] . While most of internal scan chains in IP module are balanced, so it is hard to determine which algorithm is better in these IP modules. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we select an unbalanced IP module.
In Table 1 , w is the wrapper scan chains' amount (TAM width); the second column is the results of OBBO algorithm; the third column is the results of BFD algorithm; the fourth column is the results of MAV algorithm; the last column is the results of MAVR algorithm. From Table 1 , we can conclude that the new method can shorten the longest wrapper scan chain when w is less than 7; the longest wrapper scan chain cannot be shortened any more for all the algorithms, if w is more than 15.
The case of Table 2 is similar to that of Table 1 . From Table 2 , we could obviously conclude that such proposed algorithm can shorten the longest wrapper scan chain when w is less than 8; the longest wrapper scan chain cannot be shortened any more for all the algorithms, if w is more than 10.
Through calculating the number of generation calls (NGC), we could compare BBO's convergence speed with OBBO's. Such NGC is similar to functional calls' amount (NFC) [6] . If we have a smaller NGC, it indicates that we obtain faster convergence speed. The stop condition is to obtain a lesser than value-to-reach (VTR), without outnumbering the maximum generation calls' amount MaxGen. To reduce the random character, the obtained NGC is the average value over 20 independent runs.
For the convenience of convergence speed's comparison, we could employ AR which is defined in (13), according to the NGC for BBO and OBBO.
If we obtain an AR which is larger than 1, it shows that OBBO must be faster. We could also define another variable SR as (14) to calculate the probability that the algorithm completely reach the VTR: 
Where NumberToVTR is the number of times got to VTR; TotalTrials is the total trials' amount (independent runs).
In Table 3 , w is wrapper scan chains' amount; NGC is the generation calls' amount; SR is the success rate and AR is acceleration rate. From Table 3 , since most of AR is greater than 1, we can come to a conclusion that the proposed algorithm is obviously faster in general.
The case in Table 4 is similar to that in Table 3 . From Table 4 , since most of AR is greater than 1, we can come to a conclusion that the proposed algorithm is obviously faster in general.
CONCLUSION
A new algorithm is proposed to reduce the longest wrapper scan chain's length, so as to make the test time of IP module be minimum. Experimental results show that OBBO
